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26-29 September 2017
**Ethiopia Urban WASH Pilot Project**

**National Society(s) active in this Project:** Ethiopia Red Cross Society

**Country/Location of Project:** Sululta (Addis Ababa)

**Title of Project:** Ethiopia Urban WASH Pilot Project

**Time scale of project:** 24 Months

**Approximate Total Budget (USD):** 570,000

**Target population:** Approximately 20,000 /52,000
• **Describe what the project delivers in water supply: Sululta WASH Scoping Study**
  - The study will provide an overall, non-partisan strategic overview of the present WASH status in Sululta and project that overview in terms of future needs for the next 30 years (2017 to 2047). Detailed options for the first 5 years.
  - 2 Gravity Schemes (Small Scale)

• **Describe what the project delivers in sanitation:**
  - 2 Latrine Blocks in Schools
  - ODF through CLTS and PHAST in communities and Schools

• **Describe what the project delivers in Hygiene:**
  - HP in Community around the Sululta Bottling plant.
  - HP in 2 Schools (CHAST)
• **Describe what the project delivers in Hygiene:**
  
  • HP in Community around the Sululta Bottling plant.
  • Promoting latrine upgrading- Sanitation ladder.

• **Describe capacity building of target population:**
  
  • Trainings in Management, Operation and Maintenance
  • NFI’s contribution to ERCS for emergency response in rural areas.

• **Describe capacity building of WASH service providers:**
  
  • Municipality Water Authority WASH Master plan formulation
Achievements

• Consultancy for WASH Scoping Study awarded.
• NFI’s profile procurement plans agreed with ERCS

• Describe challenges, what did not go so well?

• -

• What resources did you need or lack?
  • Exploring project expansion to address